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INTRODUCTION 
Statistical Energy Analysis was used in the past for evaluating the sound transmission of structures: 
simple/double panels separating two rooms [1, 2], timber floor [3] or of a hybrid heavyweight-lightweight floor [4]. 
A limitation of this approach is that it cannot be easily applied to evaluate the sound transmission through 
nonhomogenous or stiffened panels like the firewall of an automotive or the compartment partitions of a rail vehicle. 
Moreover, this method is not adapted to evaluate the influence on transmission loss of excitation conditions such as 
source room geometry, source location, or the location of the panel in the source room [5]. On another hand, as the 
non resonant transmission is not described in the classical SEA model which describes the energy sharing between 
the resonant modes, Crocker and Price [1] introduced an indirect coupling loss factor between the excited and the 
receiving room. The parameter is estimated from the simple mass law equation of an infinite panel for frequencies 
below the critical frequency. In [6], Craik proposes a new formula of this coupling loss factor when dealing with a 
double wall. It seems that this parameter depends on the considered structure. 
 
In this paper, one proposes to evaluate the sound transmission through a complex panel separating two cavities 
by using the Statistical model Energy distribution Analysis (SmEdA) model [7, 8]. This method is based on the 
same assumptions as the Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) model except for the modal energy equipartition 
assumption which is not supposed by the SmEdA model. This method has the advantage of using the modal bases of 
uncoupled subsystems. These bases can be evaluated by using Finite Element models when subsystems have a 
complex geometry ([9]). As SEA, SmEdA describes the energy sharing by the resonant modes. One extends here the 
SmEdA model for describing the contribution of the non resonant modes. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF CAVITY-STRUCTURE-CAVITY SYSTEM WITH THE DUAL 
MODAL FORMULATION 
Let us consider the cavity-structure-cavity problem represented on Fig. 1. It is composed of two air acoustic 
cavities and an elastic thin structure. The two cavities can exchange vibrating energy though the thin structure and 
all the others cavity walls are supposed as rigid. One supposes that an acoustic source is located into the cavity 1 and 
has a white noise spectrum in the frequency band [ ]1 2,ω ωɶ ɶ . Then, by estimating the total energy of each cavity, one 
could deduce the transmission loss of the test structure. 
  
 
 
FIGURE 1.  Illustration of the cavity-structure-cavity system considered to evaluate the sound transmission of a test structure. 
 
This vibro-acoustic problem can be described by using the Dual Modal Formulation (DMF) [8, 10]. In 
accordance with this formulation, the thin structure is described by a displacement and its uncoupled-free modes 
whereas the cavities are described by a stress field and their uncoupled-blocked modes. The boundary conditions of 
these uncoupled subsystem modes are illustrated on Fig. 2 for the present case. These subsystem modes can be 
easily calculated analytically for academic cases ([10]) or numerically with Finite Elements models for complex 
cases ([9]). 
 FIGURE 2.  Illustration of the uncoupled subsystems with appropriate boundary conditions. 
 
The modal expansions of the normal displacement W at point M ′ on the thin structure may be written  
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whereas the acoustic pressures p at point 
 and M M ′′  inside cavity 1 and 2, respectively, write:  
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where: 
 - pφ , qχ , rξ  are the modal amplitudes; 
- ppɶ , rpɶ  are the pressure mode shape (normalised to a unit modal stiffness) of cavity 1 and 2, respectively; 
- qWɶ  are the displacement mode shapes (normalised to a unit modal mass) of the thin structure.  
 
The modal summations of these equations should theoretically have an infinite number of terms. For practical 
reason, it is necessary to truncate them. Let us consider a finite set of modes for each subsystem. One note 
ˆˆ ˆ
,  ,  and P Q R the mode sets, respectively, for the cavity 1, the structure and the cavity 2.  
 
DMF consists in introducing these expansions (1-2) in a weak formulation of the considered vibro-acoustic 
problem and using the orthogonality properties of the uncoupled modes. For more details on this formulation, the 
reader can study Ref. [8]. The following modal equations are obtained 
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(3) 
where:  
- pQ  are the generalised source strength due to the acoustic source 0Q ; 
- pω , qω , rω  are the angular frequencies of subsystem modes; 
- pη , qη , rη  are the modal damping loss factors, and ; 
- ,pq qrW W  are the modal interaction works defined by:  
pq q p
S
W W p dS= ∫ ɶ ɶ , qr q r
S
W W p dS= ∫ ɶ ɶ . 
 
 
(4) 
 
The form of these equations allows us to interpret modes interactions as oscillators with gyroscopic couplings. 
Note that a mode of one subsystem is coupled to the modes of the other subsystem but is not directly coupled with 
the other modes of the subsystem to which it belongs. This configuration of mode coupling is exactly the one that 
assumes SEA. 
SMEDA FORMULATION INCLUDING NON RESONANT TRANSMISSION 
In this section, we are interested by establishing an energy formulation of the vibro-acoustic behaviour of the 
cavity-structure-cavity system. The original SmEdA model [7] is based on the DMF described previously and allows 
us describing the energy sharing between the resonant modes (i.e. the modes contained in the frequency band of 
excitation [ ]1 2,ω ωɶ ɶ ). For the case considered in this paper, it is well know that the Non-Resonant (NR) structure 
modes play an important role for frequencies below the critical frequency. Indeed, the low frequency structure 
modes which are not in frequency coincidence with the resonant cavity modes may be in space coincidence with 
these cavity modes and may participate significantly to the energy transmission between the two cavities. An 
illustration of the modal interaction for frequencies below the critical frequency is given in Fig. 3. The original 
SmEdA model describes only the resonant transmissions plotted in black on this figure. One extends here the 
SmEdA model for describing the energy exchanged by the low frequency NR structure modes (plotted in red on Fig. 
3).  
 
 
FIGURE 3. Modal interaction scheme of the sound transmission below the critical frequency. 
Non-Resonant Modes Condensation 
A new interpretation of the modal coupling shown in Fig. 3 is proposed in this section. Let us applying a Fourier 
transform to (3). Then, one can write the matrix system: 
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with the modal amplitude and generalised source strength vectors: 
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the modal impedance matrices and the modal interaction works,  
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(8) 
Now, let us considering two sets of modes for the structure: the resonant modes set, ˆ RQ  and the non resonant 
modes set, ˆ NRQ  which are defined by:  
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The DMF equations in the frequency domain (5) can be rewritten:  
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where the subscript R or NR are related to the Resonant and Non-Resonant modes sets respectively.  
 
Eliminating 2
NRΓ from the second row which can be reintroduced in the other rows gives the condensed matrix 
system:  
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This operation links the amplitudes of the resonant modes of the 3 subsystems. On another hand, if one considers 
that the natural frequencies of the NR modes are much lower than the angular frequency (i.e. 
1
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Moreover, if one neglects the matrix terms in addition to the modal impedance matrices of the cavities, one obtains:  
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This system gives a new interpretation of the modal interaction compared to the schema proposed in Fig. 3. The 
resonant modes of the structure remains connected to the resonant modes of each cavity by gyroscopic elements. 
The non resonant modes are no longer explicitly represented but their behaviours are simulated through direct 
couplings between the resonant modes of the two cavities. The coupling elements introduce coupling force 
proportional to the modal amplitudes (and not their time derivatives). They are then spring of stiffness given by the 
modal interaction interworks between the resonant cavity modes and the non resonant structure modes. An 
illustration of the new modal interaction scheme is proposed of Fig. 4. Compared to the former scheme (i.e. Fig. 3), 
it has the advantage to involve only couplings between resonant modes. The same process used for establishing the 
original SmEdA model can then be applied to the present problem. The energy formulation can be based on the 
power flow relation for two coupled oscillators excited by white noise source as emphasized in the next section. 
 
 
FIGURE 4. New interpretation of the modal interaction for the sound transmission problem below the critical 
frequency. Back, gyroscopic coupling; red, spring coupling. 
Energy formulation 
SmEdA formulation is presented in details in [7]. One gives here the outline of this formulation. 
First, it is based on the estimation of the energy sharing by two coupled modes from a relation established by 
Scharton and Lyon [11] considering two oscillators excited by white noise forces and coupled by a spring and a 
gyroscopic element. 
The power flow exchanged by the mode p of the cavity 1 and the mode r of the cavity 2 which are coupled by a 
spring can  be related to their modal energies by  
( )pr pr p rE EβΠ = − ,
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where prβ  is called the modal coupling factor. It is a function of natural angular frequencies, ,  p rω ω ; modal 
damping factors, ,  p rη η ; and interaction modal works , Wpq , Wrq  :  
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(14) 
The power flow exchanged by the mode p of the cavity 1 and the mode q of the structure which are coupled by a 
gyroscopic element can be evaluated by the same way. 
 
Using these power flow relations and writing the power balance equation of each mode of the three subsystems, 
one obtains a linear equation system having the modal energy as unknowns: 
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(15) 
where pinjΠ  characterizes the acoustic source and corresponds to the modal injected power by the generalized 
source strength Qp. This equation system can be solved and the total energy of each cavity can be finally obtained by 
adding modal energies:  
1 2
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∈ ∈
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(16) 
where EC1 (resp. EC2) is the time-averaged total energy of cavity 1 (resp. cavity 2). The classical Transmission Loss 
(TL) can then be easily deduced from these energies (see [1]). 
 
A BASIC EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION 
One illustrates here the present approach on an academic case for which the subsystem modes can be calculated 
analytically. One emphasizes that this approach could be easily applied to a complex thin structure coupled to 
cavities of complex geometries. In this case, the modal information (modal frequencies, modes shapes on the 
structure surface) can be evaluated by Finite Elements calculations for each uncoupled subsystem. 
The considered case is shown on Fig. 5. It is composed of a rectangular simply-supported plate coupled on both 
side with a parallelepiped cavity. The plate has 0.5 m x 0.4m as dimension, 1mm as thickness and is made of steel. 
The critical frequency of the plate is around 12 kHz.  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 5. Illustration of the sound transmission between two parallelepiped cavities coupled by a rectangular plate. 
 
For the third octave 1000 Hz, Fig. 6 gives the values of the modal interaction works (see (4)) between the 
resonant cavity modes and the resonant/non resonant plate modes. The highest values are observed for the NR plate 
modes with a low modal order corresponding to modal frequencies below 200 Hz. These modes are not in frequency 
coincidence with the resonant cavity modes but they are in space coincidence with the cavity modes (as highlighted 
by the values of Fig. 6). 
 
       
FIGURE 6. Interaction modal works: left, between the excited cavity and the plate; right, between the plate and the receiving 
cavity. Third octave band 1000 Hz.  
 
 
FIGURE 7. Transmission Loss: left, comparison of the SmEdA predictions with or without taking the NR modes into 
account; right, influence of the plate damping loss factor. 
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modes 
Non-Resonant 
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Rectangular thin plate (1mm of thickness) 
Excited cavity 
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Fig. 7 gives the Transmission Loss (TL) predicted by SmEdA. On the left, one compares the results of two 
calculations: one including the NR modes, the other taking only the resonant modes into account (i.e. original 
SmEdA). As it could be expected, one observes important discrepancies (>15 dB) between the two calculations for 
the frequencies below the critical frequency. For frequencies between 1 kHz and 10 kHz, the black curve 
corresponds to the mass law of the plate (i.e. slope of 6 dB/octave). On the right of Fig. 7, the SmEdA results 
including the NR modes are plotted for two different plate Damping Loss Factors (DLF): 0.01 and 0.001. Below the 
critical frequency, the DLF variation does not greatly influence the TL. This result could be expected because the 
damping has only an effect on the resonant contributions. 
PERSPECTIVES 
An extension of SmEdA taking the NR modes contributions into account has been presented. It will allow us 
using this model for predicting the TL of complex structures like a car firewall or a truck floor including the 
geometry of the engine and passenger compartments. The modal information (modal frequencies, modes shapes on 
the structure surface) can be evaluated by Finite Elements calculations for each uncoupled subsystem in a large 
frequency band (mid-frequency expected). Moreover, including a methodology developed recently in the laboratory 
[12], the SmEdA model could take into account the trim or damped material in the prediction. 
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